“INTO THE WOODS” CAST LIST

NARRATOR                      Jim Hesselman
CINDERELLA                    Brooke Bauersfeld
JACK                           Michael Luongo
JACK’S MOTHER                  Elizabeth Loos
MILKY WHITE                    Lem Jackson
BAKER                          Matthew Brennan
BAKER’S WIFE                   Jillian Prefach
CINDERELLA’S STEPMOTHER/UNDERSTUDY WITCH  Jennifer Andres
FLORINDA                       Kristina Huegel
LUCINDA/UNDERSTUDY BAKER’S WIFE Catherine Nickerson
CINDERELLA’S FATHER           Paul Kerr
LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD         Kaylee Annable
WITCH                          Sara King
CINDERELLA’S MOTHER/GRANNY    Debbie King-Raque
CINDERELLA’S PRINCE/WOLF      Billy Casey
RAPUNZEL/UNDERSTUDY CINDERELLA Harli Cooper
RAPUNZEL’S PRINCE              Ryan Burch
STEWARD/UNDERSTUDY BAKER & PRINCES Kyle Braun
SLEEPING BEAUTY/UNDERSTUDY LUCINDA Brittany Carricato Cox
SNOW WHITE/UNDERSTUDY LITTLE RED & RAPUNZEL Caroline Siegrist
ASM/UNDERSTUDY JACK           Dick Baker

Director:                     Lee Buckholz
Musical Director:             Scott Bradley
Choreographer:                Heather Paige Folsom